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Self-Awareness & Leadership
Discussion today 4 Areas that Impact who you are as a Leader.
1.

Awareness Tools – Foundation


2.

3.

Openness to Feedback


Are You Listening?



How do You Respond?

Your Network or Community


4.

Learn of Self, Learn to Respect and Value Differences

Johari Window – Who Cares Enough to Tell Me?

Your Professional Village


Advocates, Mentors, Sponsors & Coaches!

Self Awareness
Inc. Magazine Article: Why Self-Awareness Is Essential for
Life and Work
According to Daniel Goleman, internationally renowned psychologist and
author of the bestselling Emotional Intelligence: Why It Matters More
than IQ, "emotional self-awareness is a leadership competency that
shows up in model after model. These are the leaders attuned to their
inner signals, recognizing how their feelings affect them and their job
performance.“



https://www.inc.com/dorcas-cheng-tozun/entrepreneur-know-thyself-how-self-awareness-helps-you-succeed.html

Self Awareness

Inc. Magazine Article: Why Self-Awareness Is Essential for
Life and Work:
Why Leaders and Entrepreneurs need to understand themselves


Dr. Les Parrott, a well-known psychologist, author, and a co-founder of
eHarmony, says that entrepreneurs in particular can benefit from
taking a close look at their own thought patterns, emotions, and
behaviors.



"In the entrepreneurial life, you get very focused. You get tunnel
vision,". "Self-awareness is at the pinnacle of psychological health. An
organization can only be as healthy as its leaders. Lack of selfawareness can be toxic.“



https://www.inc.com/dorcas-cheng-tozun/entrepreneur-know-thyself-how-self-awareness-helps-you-succeed.html
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Learning About Self & Others
Awareness Tools

Awareness
Tools

I am Individualist

Awareness
Tools

My MBTI

Awareness
Tools
INTP as Leaders

In leadership positions, INTPs inspire others with their intelligence and
innovative ideas. INTP leaders are often unassuming on the surface but
catch everyone's attention once they begin talking about their ideas.
They generally allow their reports a lot of latitude, preferring to set the
overall goal and trust their team to solve problems autonomously.
INTPs enjoy exploring new possibilities and engaging in creative
problem solving but may sometimes get so caught up in the world of
ideas that they neglect to lead their teams into action. They may have
trouble hashing out details, and often leave it to someone else to create
exact specifications. They do best leading competent, intellectually
driven teams who understand their complex ideas and can fill in the
details to create realistic plans of action.
https://www.myersbriggs.org/my-mbti-personality-type/mbti-basics/the-16-mbti-types.htm?bhcp=1

Managed by Committee,
directionless, unaccountable

Controlling,
autocratic, political

Using Awareness
Tools and
Knowledge to
Drive Culture of
Results

Clubby, low performing,
undisciplined

Cold, Indifferent,
Blindly Ambitious

360
Feedback

Center For Creative Leadership

https://solutions.ccl.org/assessments/360-assessments
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Why Listening?
•

Listening is an integral part of our lives, both
personal and professional

•

Many of us spend 30–40% of our waking hours
listening. This is about 5–6 hours/day!

•

Most of us are poor or inefficient listeners
Corporate leaders’ 360-degree feedback indicates that 1 in 4
- Ram Charan
of them has a listening deficit.

Listening: What’s
Your Brain Doing?

BRAIN POWER & WILL POWER
California Hearing Center
•

Hearing vs. Listening

•

Listening Requires Attention

•

Cognitive Hearing Science

•

Brain Efficiency vs. Listening Mastery

Difference between the sense of hearing and
the skills of listening is ATTENTION!

https://www.calhearing.com/improve-listening-skills-by-training-your-brain/

Emotionally Intelligent Listening Skills
EQI Index – Blog Excerpt:


It has been said that 90% of "behavior problems" come from young
people wanting adults to listen to them. One study reported that the
number one request from suicidal teenagers was for adults to listen to
them.



We all feel better when we feel listened to. And we feel even better
when we feel understood. In order to be understood, we must be
listened to.



Often it is more important to us to feel heard than to actually get
what we said we wanted. On the other hand, feeling ignored and
misunderstood is literally painful whether we are six or sixty.



https://eqi.org/listen.htm

Emotionally Intelligent Listening Skills
EQI Index – Blog Excerpt:


As with other emotional needs, the need to be heard is a survival
need. We are all interdependent. In other words, many of our basic
needs depend on the cooperation of others. But first we must know
and communicate our needs.



By developing our own listening skills, we can model them to
others. They in turn will become better listeners and we will feel
heard, understood and respected.



https://eqi.org/listen.htm

How do YOU Respond to Feedback?
The Muse.com: 7 Tips That'll Help You Stop Taking Criticism
So Personally (and Make it Easier to Move On)
1.

Embrace the Opportunity

2.

Remind Yourself You Don't Have the Full Picture

3.

Pause for a Moment

4.

Choose to Hear Feedback Differently

5.

Plan In-Process Time

6.

Distract Yourself

7.

Remember-It's Just Not About You

https://www.themuse.com/advice/7-tips-thatll-help-you-stop-taking-criticism-so-personally-and-make-it-easier-tomove-on

How do YOU Respond to Feedback
Remember to Respond in a way to keep the
feedback coming!
How you Respond to Feedback, will determine
if you get honest or ANY feedback in the
future.
World According to Perry

How Leaders Can Get Honest,
Productive Feedback - HBR
HBR Article by Executive Coach Jennifer Porter:


Build and maintain a psychologically safe environment.



Ask for feedback skillfully.



Request both positive and negative data.



When receiving feedback, give your full attention and listen carefully.



Don’t debate or defend.



Own your reactions.



Demonstrate gratitude.



Reflect and evaluate.



Make a plan and take action.



Sustain progress and share updates.
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Your Network or Community
When thinking about how to develop in our careers, most of us tend
to focus on promotions, projects, courses, certifications. We seek
out expanded roles, more senior titles, extra money.
We overlook one very key piece of the learning puzzle:


Proactively surrounding ourselves with people who will PUSH us
to succeed in unexpected ways and, in so doing, build genuinely
rich, purposeful lives of growth, excellence, and impact.



Not to be confused with competition with others!

The Johari Window model
• A simple and useful tool for understanding and training
self-awareness, personal development, improving
communications, interpersonal relationships, group
dynamics, team development and inter-group
relationships
• Developed by American psychologists Joseph Luft and
Harry Ingham in the 1950’s, calling it “Johari” after
combining their first names, Joe and Harry.
• Especially relevant due to emphasis on, and influence of,
soft skills, behavior, empathy, cooperation, inter-group
development and interpersonal development

•

https://apps.cfli.wisc.edu/johari/support/JohariExplainChapman2003.pdf

The Johari Window 'panes'
• Show each quadrant the same size
Self

Others

Known

Unknown

Known

1
Open/ Free
Area

Blind
Area

Unknown

3
Hidden
Area

Unknown
Area

• Can be changed in size to reflect
the relevant proportions of each
2
type of knowledge of/about a
particular person in a given team
situation
4 • In new teams the open free space

for any team member is small
because shared awareness is
relatively small

• As the team member becomes
better established and known, so
the size of the team member’s
open free area quadrant increases

Johari quadrant 1
• Open self/area, free area, public area, arena
• Also known as the area of free activity
• Information about the person; behavior, attitude,
feelings , emotion, knowledge, experience, skills,
views, etc. – known by the person (the self) and
known by the team (others)
• The aim in any team is to develop the open area for
every person, because when we work in this area with
others, we are our most productive
• The open free area or the arena; the space where
good communications and cooperation occur, free
from distractions, mistrust, confusion, conflict and
misunderstanding

Johari quadrant 2
• Blind self or Blind Area or Blind Spot: what is known about a
person by others in the group, but is unknown by the person
him/herself
• Could also be referred to as ignorance about oneself, or
issues in which one is deluded
• Not an effective or productive space for individuals or groups
• Also include issues that others are deliberately withholding
from a person
• The aim is to reduce this area by seeking and soliciting
feedback from others and thereby to increase the open area,
i.e., to increase self-awareness
• Team members and managers take responsibility for reducing
the blind area – in turn increasing the open areas by giving
sensitive feedback and encouraging disclosure
• Managers promote a climate of non-judgmental feedback and
group response to individual disclosure and reduce fear

Johari quadrant 3
• Hidden self or hidden area or avoided self/area or façade
• What is known to ourselves but kept hidden from and therefore
unknown, to others
• Represents information, feelings, etc., anything that a person knows
about him/herself, but which is not revealed or is kept hidden from
others
• Also include sensitivities, fears, hidden agendas, manipulative
intentions, secrets – anything that a person knows but does not reveal
• Relevant hidden information and feelings, etc. should be moved into
the open area through process of self-disclosure and exposure process
• Organizational culture and working atmosphere have a major
influence on team members preparedness to disclose their hidden
selves
• The extent to which an individual discloses personal feelings and
information, and to whom, must always be at the individuals own
discretion

Johari quadrant 4
• “Unknown self”, area of unknown activity, unknown area
• Information, feelings, latent abilities, aptitudes, experiences
etc., that are unknown to the person him/herself and unknown
to others in the group
• Can be prompted through self-discovery or observation by others,
or through collective or mutual discovery
• Counseling can also uncover unknown issues
• Again as with disclosure and soliciting feedback, the process of
self discovery is a sensitive one
• Uncovering “hidden talents” that is unknown aptitudes and skills
is another aspect of developing the unknown area, and is not so
sensitive as unknown feelings
• Managers and leaders can create an environment that encourages
self-discovery, and to promote the process of self-discovery

Johari window model for established
team member
1
Open/Free
Area

2
Blind
Area

4
3
Hidden
Area

Unknown
Area

• The open free region is large
because others know a lot about the
person that the person also knows
• Through disclosure and receiving
feedback the open area has
expanded and at the same time
reduced the sizes of the hidden
blind and unknown areas

The complete Johari Window Model
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self
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others

Unknown by
self
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Blind
Area
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Self-discovery/exposure

Shared
discovery

Hidden
Unknown by
others

3

2

Feedback
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observations
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Self discovery
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4

Can Your Employees Really Speak Freely?
Harvard Business Review Article:

Chances are, your employees are withholding valuable intelligence from you.
Maybe it’s about a project that’s gone off track or a manager who’s behaving
badly. Or maybe they’re not sharing their thoughts on ways the business could
grow its sales or improve operations. No matter how open you are as a
manager, our research shows, many of your people are more likely to keep
mum than to question initiatives or suggest new ideas at work.

Dear CEO, If you really want to get the truth from subordinates,
play down your power when interacting with employees.
https://hbr.org/2016/01/can-your-employees-really-speak-freely
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Eight Ideas to Help You Succeed With a Mentor
Understanding the role of the mentor makes a critical starting point for success in
this relationship. Additional requirements include:
1.

Investing your time in seeking out a mentor with whom you feel a natural fit
or not.

2.

Sharing your goals and fears openly.

3.

Not expecting the mentor to solve your short-term problems or do the work
for you.

4.

Not expecting specific advice.

5.

Sharing where you are struggling or failing.

6.

Listening carefully and then researching and applying the mentor's guidance.

7.

Showing that you value the mentor's support.

8.

Not abusing the relationship by expecting political support in the
organization.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurencebradford/2018/01/31/8-tips-for-an-amazing-mentor-relationship/#3dd01a1621e2

“The Sponsor Effect”
Center for Workplace Policy – Survey Results”
A sponsor is someone who, at a minimum:


Uses chips on my behalf



Advocates for my next promotion

In addition, a sponsor comes through on at least two of the following fronts:


Expands my perception of what I can do



Makes connections to senior leaders



Promotes my visibility



Connects me to career opportunities



Advises me on my appearance



Makes connections outside my company



Gives career advice



https://30percentclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/The-Sponsor-Effect.pdf

The effects of having an Advocate are noticeable
Center for Workplace Policy; Advocates facilitate stretch assignments.
With an advocate in their corner, 56 percent of men and 44 percent of
women were likely to ask their manager for a stretch assignment,
compared to 43 percent of men and 36 percent of women on their own.


Advocates impact pay. 49 percent of sponsored men and 38 percent of sponsored
women are likely to ask their manager for a raise, compared to 37 percent of men and
30 percent of women without sponsors.



Advocates create career traction. Among employees with advocates, 23 percent more
men and 19 percent more women are satisfied with their rate of advancement than
their unsupported colleagues.



Advocates open doors, boosting prospects for advancement 13 percent for men and 11
percent for women.

https://30percentclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/The-Sponsor-Effect.pdf

Executive Coach
WiKi definition:


Executive Coaching is a professional relationship between
a trained coach and a client (who may be an individual or
a group) with the goal to enhance the client's leadership
or management performance and development.

Organization with Coaching Culture


A strong coaching culture has been linked to increased business
performance and employee engagement, according to a 2015
survey from the International Coach Federation (ICF) and the
Human Capital Institute (HCI).1



The survey found that 51 percent of respondents from
organizations with strong coaching cultures reported revenue
above that of their industry peer group, and 62 percent of
employees in those organizations rated themselves as highly
engaged.



https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/pages/coachinginabusinessenvironment.aspx
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Study finds; Nice Guys Finish First!
Green Peak Partners Commissioned Survey:
The study explored the leadership styles, backgrounds and track records
of 72 senior executives across 31 companies (half of them with C-level
or President titles) at public, venture-backed, and private-equity
sponsored companies. What Predicts Executive Success?


“Bully” traits that are often seen as part of a business-building culture
were typically signs of incompetence and lack of strategic intellect.



Poor interpersonal skills lead to under-performance in most executive
functions.



Leadership searches give short shrift to “self-awareness,” which should
actually be a top criterion.



Experience at many different companies is not a plus. Job Hopper
Negative implication



People with multiple siblings tend to be better leaders.

https://www.amanet.org/articles/new-study-shows-nice-guys-finish-first/

Leadership
Team
Awareness

Organizational Awareness

Self-Awareness

You must acknowledge insecurities
about capabilities and contextual
challenges and deal with them in an
action-oriented and skillful way.

Self Awareness
In conclusion, leaders with a good grasp
of their strengths, weaknesses, blind
spots, and biases are better equipped to
improve upon themselves and their
organizations.

